
City Rooftops:  
Des toits 
Distinctive Parisian chimney pots sit like terracotta 
candles on a rooftop cake. Dormer windows, open 
to the day, glow gold as night falls. Behind, la Tour 
Eiffel gathers her skyline around her
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Thread Key 
SKILL LEVEL (Difficult)
1 strand each of the following:

 DMC 3865 Winter White
 DMC 922 Copper – LT
 DMC 3777 Terra Cotta – VY DK
 DMC 453 Shell Gray – LT
 DMC 939 Blue – VY DK
 DMC 930 Antique Blue – DK
 DMC 451 Shell Gray – DK
 DMC E168 Metallic Silver
 DMC 3752 Antique Blue – VY LT
 DMC 3768 Gray Green – DK
 DMC 3756 Baby Blue

Room with a View
A coveted view at dusk from a 

Paris apartment window has the 
iconic Eiffel Tower at its centre. 
Recaptured in an illustration, 

above, it has then been stitched 
onto hand-painted canvas and 

framed, opposite.
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MATERIALS 
 Embroidery floss:  
see thread key
 Fabric: 25-count white  
Dublin linen 22 x 27 cm  
(9 x 10½ in) for art;  
 Needle: size 5  
embroidery needle

For the painted background:
 Laser printer or photocopier
 Eucalyptus oil
 Artists’ acrylic paint
 Fabric fixative

METHOD
1. Paint the sky background at 
the top of the fabric. 
2. Referring to the chart and 
image, work in blocks of colour, 
starting with the rooftops 
at the bottom and working 
your way up. Use a 9-hole 
grid for one cross stitch, and 
one strand of floss. Use two 
strands of floss when you 
want the colour to be stronger 
(chimney pots, windows, etc). 
The metallic silver floss is used 
to highlight the left side of the 
Eiffel Tower.
3.In places where you want to 
achieve smoother angles, make 
half-height or half-width cross 

stitches (2 across and 3 high, or 
2 across and 2 high). 

Painted Background
To create a painted 
background, transfer-print 
the image onto the linen by 
printing a mirror image of the 
photograph on a laser printer. 
Apply eucalyptus oil to the 
back of the laser print, then 
place the print toner-side 
down on the fabric. Using the 
back of a metal spoon, press 
the back of the print to release 
the image. Using artists’ acrylic 
paint mixed with fabric fixative, 
paint your chosen area, then 

dry with a hairdryer and iron 
for 5 minutes to permanently 
fix the colour.

Embroidery Stitches
This design is worked mainly 
in cross stitch, mostly with 
one strand of floss, which 
gives it a more textural, open 
look. Use satin stitch for 
the window openings and 
running stitch and back stitch 
to outline shapes such as 
dormer windows. Use French 
knots to add texture across the 
rooftops.
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ONLINE SHOPPING WEBSITE

Cross Cottage (WB), Cross Lane, Frimley Green, Surrey. GU16 6LN 
Tel +44 (0)1252 835781 www.thesilkroute.co.uk   Mail Order Only 

A wide colour range supplied in small amounts & by the metre. 
Silk theme & texture packs available

Silk for Embroidery, 
Patchwork & Quilting 

Silken Strands & Fantasy Fabrics
THREADS - shiny & glittery threads etc...

Natesh Indian Rayons - 300+ colours. 95 Multi.  
Madeira - Rayons, Metallics, Pure Silks & Lana.  

DMC, Perlé (especially 8’s & 12’s),  
GIMP, Aquafilm, Solvy, Rajmahal.  

YLI, Seta Reale, traditional & glass shisha  
Visitors by Appointment only please

Lots more as well: www.silkenstrands.co.uk    
E: sales@silkenstrands.co.uk

01248 362361
The Spaldings, Silken Strands, 20 Y Rhos, Bangor, LL57 2LT

Threads - Sewing cotton
 - Fine crochet cotton
 - Perle cotton
 - Silks
 - Linen
 - Metallic

Tools  - Tatting shuttles
 - Scissors
 - Pins and needles
Mounting - Frames, velour
 …and lots more!

Call on 01425 483450
85 North Poulner Road, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3LA

Email: claire@claireslace.co.uk

www.claireslace.co.uk

Not just for lace... Huge range of threads

Shade Cards and the complete 
range of 4ply tapestry and 2ply 

crewel skeins from stock.
Prompt delivery of all hanks, 

also 13 types of canvas, 
linen twill, embroidery frames, 

many types of needles.

APPLETON’S WOOLS

All delivered to your doorstep from:
LENHAM NEEDLECRAFT

MALTHOUSE FARM, READING, RG10 0NT, UK
Phone: +44 (0) 118 934 3207  

sales@lenhamneedlecraft.com
www.lenhamneedlecraft.com

Fast 
Delivery

We supply a huge range  
to cover your crafting needs.
Including: Sewing Accessories, Fabric,  
Felting, Patterns, Wool and much more.
Please see the website for more information:
www.friarystitch.co.uk
Tel: 01472 357800
The Friary Princes Ave, Grimsby,  
North East, Lincs, DN31 2AA

If you can read this,  
then so can more than 

22,500
Be Creative with Workbox readers
To advertise, please call Bev on 01395 233247  

or email bev@creativewithworkbox.com
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Bookmark Band
Stitch a section of the design 
featuring the Eiffel Tower 
on banded Aida to create a 
bookmark We used 16 count 
50 x 5 cm/20 x 2 in white Aida 
banding with a baby blue 
scalloped edge. First, paint 
the background, then work 
the design, using the chart 
and the photo of the finished 
bookmark for reference. 
Sew the pompoms (we used 
four 7 mm/¼ in and three 
13 mm/½ in orange ones) on 
the bookmark top with the 
tower the right way up, so that 
they can be seen at the top of 
the book. Aida banding makes 
great bookmarks (you can also 
use it for cake bands or sew it 
onto bed linen or towels).

Easy Art Display
Metal-edged glass sandwich 
frames are simple to use for 
cross-stitch art. Just fringe the 
edges of your cross-stitch piece 

so that it fits within the frame 
nicely, open the frame, arrange 
the piece so it sits straight in the 
frame, then close to sandwich 
your artwork inside it. BC
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